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With all the different public cloud solutions available today, it is little 
wonder that many organisations struggle with where to start when 
moving to the cloud. Organisations need to be certain that their data is 
secure and compliant when making the move to cloud based services.

This is where our cloud service offerings comes in.

Our cloud service offerings:

Cloud Strategy 
Envisioning

Current State 
Assessment

Azure
Launch

AZURE LAUNCH

CHALLENGES

√ Organisations want to embrace public cloud services but often do not 

know where or how to start

√ Ensuring the security of and access to public cloud resource and data 

is a common concern

√ Delivering a secure, compliant and highly available base infrastructure 

in which to build services can be a daunting proposition

THE BLUESOURCE APPROACH

The bluesource approach is to pre-package best and proven 
practice-based infrastructure models to enable our clients to get up and 
running quickly. We start with understanding your organisational 
objectives and work with them to provision a base platform consisting of 
regional virtual network environments and connectivity options. Where
appropriate, we also consider domain controllers along with a security 
model and a set of policies to govern your organisation's infrastructure. 
From here, setting up new services can be achieved with peace of mind.
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Public cloud services are evergreen 
with new services and capabilities 
being continually added enabling the 
organisation to adapt to changing 
requirements easily and at scale

Realise a secure and compliant base 
platform on which to explore and 
build public cloud services

Realise a governed infrastructure 
through templated policy-driven cloud 
design

Select one of our secure best practice 
designs to get up and running quickly
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